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the free ispring suite: by using ispring tools, you can take
your powerpoint presentations to a whole new level. the
ispring suite includes the ispring authoring tools, ispring
visuals, quizmaker, and the ispring presentation editor, as
well as ispring publisher. using the ispring suite, you can
create presentations for print, web, and mobile devices
that meet any standard. an autodesk 360 license for
ispring is required to use the ispring suite. this product is
available to purchase from the autodesk site. if you
already have a license, you can download the installer
from the ispring site. a completely free version of ispring
suite is available for download from the ispring website.
the free version allows you to create a limited number of
e-learning courses. the full license is required to create
unlimited number of courses. the last button in this group
allows you to add audio and video narration to your
ispring course. the narration window is shown in figure 4,
below. like the record video narration window, the
narration window is divided into the video and audio
sections. in the audio section, you can adjust the volume
and the frame rate, and drag and drop the audio
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recording onto the screen. in the video section, you can
specify the video recording width and length, and the
ratio of video to audio. the video recording frame rate
also can be adjusted. after you have adjusted all the
settings, click the save button to save the video and
audio recordings.
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ispring suite is a complete suite that comes with all the
tools you need to create elearning courses. it is designed

for all types of users but beginners might find the
program a little complex. if you want to go for the starter

version, you need to buy this separately for $29.95.
ispring suite is also available for the ipad and iphone.

ispring suite is a complete suite that comes with all the
tools you need to create elearning courses. it is designed

for all types of users but beginners might find the
program a little complex. if you want to go for the starter

version, you need to buy this separately for $29.95.
ispring suite is also available for the ipad and iphone. to
download ispring suite for free, simply click on the link
below to begin downloading the ispring suite download.
this will take you to the ispring download page, where
you can download the ispring suite. you will need to

install the downloaded file on your computer to begin
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using the ispring suite. once you have ispring suite
installed on your computer, follow the on-screen

instructions to begin using ispring suite. this blog post
has been written by jessica davis, a certified trainer at
ispring. she is a social and behavioral scientist, having

worked in education for 15 years as a teacher, university
professor, and curriculum developer. she has a particular

interest in the integration of technology and learning,
learning analytics, and the use of assessments,

particularly in the classroom. follow her on twitter
@jessicadavis. you can also find her on about.me. this

post originally appeared on ispring’s linkedin page.
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